Using an ensemble system to improve concept extraction from clinical records.
Recognition of medical concepts is a basic step in information extraction from clinical records. We wished to improve on the performance of a variety of concept recognition systems by combining their individual results. We selected two dictionary-based systems and five statistical-based systems that were trained to annotate medical problems, tests, and treatments in clinical records. Manually annotated clinical records for training and testing were made available through the 2010 i2b2/VA (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) challenge. Results of individual systems were combined by a simple voting scheme. The statistical systems were trained on a set of 349 records. Performance (precision, recall, F-score) was assessed on a test set of 477 records, using varying voting thresholds. The combined annotation system achieved a best F-score of 82.2% (recall 81.2%, precision 83.3%) on the test set, a score that ranks third among 22 participants in the i2b2/VA concept annotation task. The ensemble system had better precision and recall than any of the individual systems, yielding an F-score that is 4.6% point higher than the best single system. Changing the voting threshold offered a simple way to obtain a system with high precision (and moderate recall) or one with high recall (and moderate precision). The ensemble-based approach is straightforward and allows the balancing of precision versus recall of the combined system. The ensemble system is freely available and can easily be extended, integrated in other systems, and retrained.